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CHRISTMAS 
GIFTS

FOR GOLF LOVERS
Here are some of our  
favourite picks tHis year

Tee2 - Your Tee ShoT 
AlignmenT TrAining Aid
Whether you’re a hooker or a slicer, a bomb 
hitter or a soft stroker – every golfer’s aim is 
to knock down their numbers. 

Developed by an internationally renowned 
engineer, the tee2 Alignment training Aid 
has been designed to assist golfers of all skill 
levels to improve accuracy and help them 
approach their tee shots with increased 
confidence. 

Just 5 degrees off is enough to put you in 
the trees, hit more fairways with better tee 
Alignment. 

the tee2 Alignment training Aid is a 
simple, subtle and powerful way to improve 
your alignment. But don’t pull it out during 
competition golf – it’s not approved for 
competition. 

try it out on the range, during a casual 
round, or just as the occasional assistant to 
get you back on the fairway.

Set yourself up for a successful round 
by making sure there is a packet of tee2 
Alignment training Aids in your golf bag.

Order two packs online and get the third 
free with code INSIDEGOLF342 (applied at 
checkout).

RRP:  5 pack – $18 
10 pack – $25 
(Available in red, pink and yellow)

www.tee2.com.au

STinger Sg-6 
CheCk Out the latest offering from the new 
challenger in high quality golf equipment – 
Stinger Golf Products. the all new SG-6 sets a 
new benchmark in Golf Buggy technology. 

the first thing you’ll notice is its compact size 
when folded. But don’t be fooled, because 
when it’s set up ready for play, it’s impressive 
wide stance and performance is unmatched. 

Like all Stinger Golf Buggies, the SG-6 comes 
fully loaded with all the accessories and more 
at no additional cost. Such as; 

•  Ultra-compact & fast folding
•  360 degree rotating front wheel 
•  Top handle storage
•  Easy access storage net
•  Zero spill drink holder
•  Phone holder

•  Fast action brake activator
•  Unique umbrella storage
•  Fully adjustable handle height
•  Convenient carry handle
•  & MORE

RRP:  A$399
www.stingergolf.com.au 
info@stingergolf.com.au
(03) 5924 6056

Sun mounTAin TrAVel KuBe
Get ready for the borders to open with 
Sun Mountain’s newest travel bag – the 
compact kube.

the robust hard-case shell expands 
into an amazing travel cover 
and features easy-glide wheels, 
rubberised pull/carry handle on 
the case, external and internal 
compression straps, two internal 
pockets for documents/clothing/extra 
equipment, reinforced padded ‘ 
club-head’ area for added protection and a 
name and address window. 

•  Folded dimensions 23 x 33 x 37cms; 
•  Expanded dimensions 132 x 36 x 36cms; 

and
•  Weighs 3.08 kilograms.

Available in eight colours: tropic/Gunmetal; 
White/Black/red; Bumble Bee/Black; 

Graphite/Pink; rush/Black; Cobalt/Navy; 
Carbon/Fiber/Black; Inferno/Gunmetal.

RRP:  $349.99 
www.australiangolfsupplies.com.au

Sun mounTAin h2no 
liTe CArT BAg – 100% 
WATerProoF
SPOIL the golfer in your family this Christmas 
with one of the stunning new Sun Mountain 
h2NO Golf Bags. 

Meticulous design and love for the 
game come together to deliver the best 
functionality possible. Every Sun Mountain 
bag is designed to fit your style, whether you 
prefer to walk the course or ride in a cart. 

each bag has full-length dividers to protect 
your clubs and ample pockets including a 
velour-lined valuables pocket, insulated drink 
cooler and a full-length clothing pocket. 

Constructed with the same waterproof 
technology as Sun Mountain’s rainwear, 
the h2NO range has high-quality, water-
resistant zippers, sealed seams and is 100% 
waterproof.

Choose from 12 great new colours in the 
cart bag range or five colours in the stand-
bag range. the h2NO line is perfect for the 
golfer who won’t let a little bit of rain spoil 
their day.

RRP:  $469.99
Available at all leading golf clubs and outlet 
across Australia or online at
www.australiangolfsupplies.com.au
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mgi liTe-PlAY CArT BAg
FEATURInG a lightweight build with 
premium materials, the MGI Lite-Play cart 
bag is made for the golfer who wants to look 
stylish and stay organised out on the course. 

Our BAGLInK© technology is uniquely 
designed to lock the bag onto any Zip Series 
model and prevents your bag twisting or 
turning during your round. Complete your kit 
and pair your Zip Series model with an MGI 
Lite-Play cart bag.

RRP:  $249.95
www.mgigolf.com

SureShoT AXiS gPS WATCh
FEATURInG a sleek black design with 
brushed metal buttons and a flexible silicone 
band, the Sureshot AXIS GPS Watch can be 
worn as an everyday timepiece and a wrist-
worn GPS device. Designed to identify 
distances to hazards such as water and 
bunkers, the Sureshot AXIS GPS Watch will 
never forget your score. With a 10 round 
memory and automatic hole advancement, 
the AXIS GPS watch will remind you to 
enter your score then automatically move 
to the next hole once you have reached the 
following tee box, calculating your stroke 
and stableford points based on your specific 
handicap. 

Choose from over 38,000 worldwide 
golf courses and receive accurate GPS 
measurements to help you always 
#knowthedistance.

RRP:  $279.00
www.mgigolf.com

golF CArT BATTerY reViVer
Are your golf cart batteries getting old and 
slowing down or would you simply like to 
increase their life by up to three times? 

there are no moving parts in a battery. 
the main reason a battery fails is the natural 
process called sulphation. this is the build 
up of sulphur crystals on the lead plates 
inside the battery. this results in two things 
happening to the battery. 

Firstly the battery or batteries suffer 
reduced voltage caused by the sulphur 
crystals, in effect, suffocating the batteries 
and preventing them from achieving the 
correct voltage and secondly it weakens the 
sulphuric acid. 

Both of these result in the reduced 
performance of the golf cart and eventual 
replacement of the batteries.

the Battery reviver 
rectifies both of the above 
problems. 

Patented in the uSA, the 
device sends a square wave 
transmission though the 
batteries dissolving the sulphur 
crystals that have been suffocating 
the batteries and in turn 
restoring the sulphuric acid back 
to its original strength.

the Battery reviver is compact 
and easy to fit. It is powered by 
the batteries and is designed to 
be left connected permanently. 

Once it has cleaned the sulphur 
from the plates it will prevent them from 
sulphating up in the future. 

the Battery reviver can also be fitted 
to new batteries to prevent them from 
sulphating, extending their life by up to  
three times.

here is just one of the many testimonials  
on their website: 

“I just thought I would let you know that I 
received the Battery reviver and installed it 
on my EMC golf cart last Sunday then went 
and played 18 holes. normally, when I finish a 
round of 18 holes, the top bar of the battery 
indicator is not lit up, and occasionally a 
second. however, on Sunday even the top 
bar was still lit. I wasn’t expecting such an 
immediate improvement but it certainly 
appears to be working for me so will certainly 
be telling my mates about it.”

the Battery reviver is available for just  
$298 plus postage and handling.

For more information or to order go to  
www.batteryreviver.com.au or call  
1300 852433.

mgi ZiP X3 moToriSed BuggY
PACkeD full of desirable features, the MGI Zip X3 will turn 

heads with its stylish look and sleek, modern design whilst being 
whisper-quiet in its operation. For uncompromised focus on your 
golf game, the MGI Zip X3 does all the heavy lifting for you. The Zip 
X3 is built on a platform of signature MGI features like a Controlled 
Distance Function, a swivelling & lockable front wheel and all-terrain 
tread rear wheels. to help improve your game and feel in control, 

the advanced digital electronics on the LCD top box will provide 
valuable statistics, like distance walked, shot distance, 

battery power & speed.

Available Frame Colours: Black 
& Titanium Grey. 

RRP: AU $1,349 
(comes standard with 24V 250Wh 
Lithium Battery) 
www.mgigolf.com

mgi ZiP nAVigATor
StAy on track with the MGI Zip navigator motorised buggy.

Designed with a single front wheel for effortless manoeuvrability and 
a lightweight footprint, the Zip navigator incorporates a full directional 

remote control with the power of a 380Wh lithium battery that powers twin 
230Wh electric motors, allowing you to walk freely and focus on your game. 

Featuring Patented Gyroscope Straight Tracker Technology, the MGI Zip 
Navigator motorised buggy conquers any golf course terrain.

On even the most undulating courses, watch while your buggy 
handles the landscape with ease as the adjustable neck and bag 

supports ensure your clubs stay safe and secure all day. 
Walk comfortably on any of the 9 

speed settings and experience 
the game changing Zip 

Navigator.

RRP:  $2,199.00
www.mgigolf.com

SureShoT PinloC 6000iPSm
FEATURInG Slope, Pulse and Intelligent 
technology, the powerful Sureshot PInLOC 
6000iPSM laser rangefinder is the most 
advanced member of the Sureshot PInLOC 
family.

Featuring a magnetic casing, this laser 
rangefinder is designed to attach to a cart 
or buggy frame for quick, repeat access. 
With water and shock resistance, the PInLOC 
6000iPSM can withstand all conditions on the 
course. 

The PInLOC 6000iPSM features Pulse technology that once locked onto your desired 
target will emit a reassuring vibration to ensure you’ve measured the right distance. 
this Sureshot rangefinder also has a Slope feature that compensates and adjusts the 
measured distance based on the angle of incline or decline you’re on, giving you the most 
accurate yardage possible to your target.

RRP:  $429.95   www.mgigolf.com

Sun mounTAin STellAr 
Women’S CArT BAg
A POPuLAr choice amongst female golfers,  
the Stellar is a lightweight, full-featured riding  
cart bag. 

For convenience, all pockets are front-facing so 
they are accessible when the bag is on a cart and the 
top has two integrated lift-assist handles for lifting 
the golf bag on and off the cart. 

the full-length club dividers protect clubs and 
prevent the migration of club shafts.

Available in two great colours; Berry/Coral and Navy/
tahiti/Blue.

RRP:  $349.99 
0400 888 794
www.australiangolfsupplies.com.au
sales@australiangolfsupplies.com.au
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CleVelAnd lAunCher Xl 
AdJuSTABle driVer 
ThIS driver is big—like, 
really big—so it’s 
easy to send drives 
right down the 
middle. With the 
most MOI ever in 
a Cleveland Golf 
driver, Launcher XL 
Adjustable will have 
you thinking less about 
the club in your hands and 
more about carrying bunkers, 
clearing hazards, and finding the 
fairway.

RRP: $539.95 
www.clevelandgolf.com.au

CleVelAnd lAunCher Xl 
hAlo hYBridS - men’S & 
Women’S 
WhO can really say 
what’s a bad lie 
when you have the 
right equipment? 
Cleveland Golf’s new 
Launcher XL hybrids 
have more premium 
forgiveness tech than 
ever before, like Gliderail 
which helps the face get 
proper contact in any lie. 
And they’re loaded with MOI, 
so it’s easier to focus on having 
some fun out there.

RRP: $279.95 
www.clevelandgolf.com.au

CleVelAnd lAunCher Xl 
liTe driVer & liTe drAW 
driVer - men’S & Women’S
CLEVELAnD Golf have taken their XL head 
Design and combined it with their new 
Lite-Weight Design for a driver that helps 
moderate swing speed players amp up swing 
speeds and get maximum forgiveness. Plus, 
choose from a Women’s model or a Draw 
model that minimizes your slice.

RRP: $479.95 
www.clevelandgolf.com.au

SriXon Q-STAr Tour diVide
DOuBLe the colour means two new ways 
to see the game.First, see your line on every 
putt with a 360 degree alignment line. 
then, see your spin on every wedge shot 
with a unique strobe effect that will help 
you improve your short game. Plus, DIVIDE 

boasts all the drive-boosting, chip-stopping 
performance of a classic Q-StAr tOur.

Color offerings: yellow/red, yellow/Blue, 
yellow/Orange. 
RRP: $44.95 
www.srixon.com

CleVelAnd lAunCher 
Xl hAlo ironS - men’S & 
Women’S
they’re huge. they’re hollow. they’re the  
all-new Launcher XL halo Irons. This is bona 
fide hybrid performance in every Iron.

And? Our unique Action Mass CB makes 
them swing easier, too.

RRP:  Men’s Steel $169.95 
Men’s Graphite $179.95 
Women’s Graphite $179.95

www.clevelandgolf.com.au

BuShnell golF PhAnTom 2
ThE NExT EvOLuTION – EaSy TO uSE, CONvENIENT GOLF 
GPS, NOw wITh MORE BITE 
the Phantom 2 has evolved with numerous upgrades from its 
predecessor. Introducing GreenView distances with movable pin 
placements for more accurate distances, the Phantom 2 now offers 
“Dynamic Green Mapping,” to provide distance measurements 
based on a golfer’s line of play. Preloaded with more than 38,000 
courses – along with up to six hazard/layup distances per hole. the 
Phantom 2 has upgraded “BITE Technology,” an integrated, high-
powered magnet that allows golfers to easily attach the device 
directly on a cart bar, providing quick and easy yardage readings 
with 40% larger text. Additional features include auto course and 
auto hole recognition, shot distance calculator and a battery life of 
eighteen-plus hours. 

“Bushnell Golf prides itself on providing easy to use distance 
measuring devices for golfers of all skill levels, and the Phantom 2 
delivers the simplicity and convenience golfers are looking for in 
a measuring device,” said William Flood, Global Product Manager 
at Bushnell Golf. “Phantom 2 provides golfers with the critical 
distance information they need, while offering the convenience and 
reliability they are accustomed to from Bushnell Golf GPS products.” 

Bushnell Golf’s latest, the Phantom 2 also integrates the Bushnell Golf 
Mobile App. The Phantom 2 uses the app to provide all course updates and 
additional course information to arm golfers with the confidence needed to hit accurate shots 
into greens.

the Phantom 2 is offered in four colors – Gray Camo, Neon Orange, Bright royal Blue and Black 
– and will be available at retail in late-April for $229.00
www.bushnellgolf.com.au

PoWAKAddY CT6
the all-New 2020 ultra-compact Powakaddy Ct6 folds in two 
simple steps. It features a new 2.8” OCA mid-size full colour 
widescreen display and a uSB charging port. the soft-touch handle 
height adjusts to fit you perfectly. An integrated carry handle makes it 
easy to transport.

Simple-2-Fold system in the CT series folds 20% smaller than the previous 
PowaKaddy Compact models and 35% smaller than its nearest competitor 
on the market. 

 Key Features of the new Compact CT6 
•  Lightweight, ultra-compact Simple-2-fold™
•  new 2.8” mid-size full colour widescreen display
•  new high power 30-volt speed controller system 
•  new LCD backlight control system
•  new hET for greater downhill control
•  height-adjustable soft touch handle
•  new high-performance low profile 

Powaframe chassis 
•  new Anti-Tamper Dial Control
•  new high Power Plug’n’Play™ 30v battery system
•  Powerful 30v 230w whisper quiet motor
•  Smartphone/GPS device uSB Charging Port
•  ADF – Automatic Distance Function
•  Extended 3-year warranty on the buggy*
•  5 Year Pro-Rata Warranty on Lithium Battery*
•  Premium metallic frame colour
•  Optional self-sensing Electronic Braking System (eBS)

RRP:  $1299
www.powakaddy.com.au

PinK S3 mAX
IF you’re looking to add a pop of colour to 
your golf bag look no further than the  
all-new Blue Tees Series 3 Max in PInK! 

The Series 3 Max pushes the boundaries of 
technology and innovation, allowing you to 
take your golf game to the next level – and 
in colour. 

Designed to take on any course, the Series 
3 Max offers ultra-clear display, slope switch 
technology, pulse vibration, a 800+ metres 
range, advanced flag-lock technology, and 
so much more. 

Whether you’re shopping for yourself or 
a friend, the Pink Series 3 Max is sure to 
brighten up your bag, boost your score, and 
have you playing like a seasoned pro.

RRP: $399
Distributed in Australia by Platinum Golf 
Supplies
patrick@platinumgolf.com.au
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Cool drY CoVerS
TIRED of sticking to a hot cart seat or getting 
wet from a damp one?  Australian-made 
Cool Dry Covers ™ seat covers are your 
answer.  Made to the highest standards 
with the best materials, their 3-dimensional 
micromesh design keeps you raised above 
your seat, allowing beneficial air flow to keep 
you cool and dry.  With models to fit all major 
cart brands, select single seaters, custom 
options, and now motorbikes, we’re sure to 
have you covered.  See our website for a full 
list of stockists or to place your order online. 
you can also call our customer service team 
with orders or queries.  All Cool Dry Covers 
are quick to install so you can begin enjoying 
their benefits right away and come with a 30-
day money back guarantee and a 12-month 
warranty. Cool Dry Covers make the perfect 
Christmas gift! 

RRP:  Golf cart models $169, Single seaters 
from $139, Motorbikes from $99. 

0483 861 669
contact@fourseasonproducts.com
www.cooldrycovers.com

JACKS PoinT liTe 3.5Kg
Features:
•  Du Pont Teflon Fabric Protector repels water 

& oil-based stains
•  UPF 50+ fabric UV sun protection
•  14 full length sewn horizontal & vertical 

club dividers
•  Magnetic velour lined valuables pocket for 

phone storage
•  Bag base moulded socket minimizes  

side-to-side movement
•  Separate driver and putter compartments
•  Oversize insulated cooler pocket with 

drainage holes
•  Integrated waterproof bag coverall
•  Longest pocket expands to 8cm for 

increased storage
•  9 spacious zippered storage pockets

Designed for Aussie Golfers. 

Colours: Gunmetal/Black/White. Black.  
Navy/Cobalt/White
RRP:  $399 
Mob: 0408 088887
brett@on-tour.com.au
www.ontourgolf.com.au

golFerS’ BunKer mATe
ThE Golfers’ Bunker Mate is proudly 
Australian designed and manufactured and is 
a great Christmas gift idea for the golfer who 
has everything.

It’s a sleek, light and durable personal rake 
that makes the traditional golf course rake a 
thing of the past. It allows a player to carry 
his or her own collapsible, lightweight rake to 
reduce your exposure to infection.

the features include:
•  Easy to use one handed, weighing only 525 

grams;
•  Adjustable Aluminium Telescopic handle 

with twist locking mechanism;
•  Simple push-button adjustable head with 

shark tooth tines.

It significantly reduces your time preparing 
for your bunker shot and moving on to your 
next shot and it’s easily carried in most bags 
or buggies. The Bunker Mate is constructed 
from material used in the automobile and 
airline industries.

RRP:  $89 
Special Xmas deal for Inside Golf readers 
is free delivery for orders placed prior to 
December 25, 2021.
Visit: www.bunkermate.com.au

The BeCK ShorT – 
The ‘PerFeCT ShorT’
ArGuABLy the most sought-after product 
we make here at TravisMathew, what 
really sets our BeCk shorts apart is the 
Prestige Lifestyle Performance fabrication. 
this enables them to perform wherever 
you are - the beach, the golf course, or 
happy hour. 

Available in several sophisticated colours,  
our unique fabric combination creates 
a subtle stretch and modern fit for a 
timeless short that is as classy as it is 
understated. 

Feel confident in your day-to-day routine 
in this Must have style.

RRP: $99.95 
www.instagram.com/travismathew_au

TOO BUSY PLAYING 
GOLF TO WORRY 
ABOUT SUNSCREEN?

Go to www.icerays.com.au 
to order and have yours to wear in a few days. 
Or call us on 1300 025 939 
or email enquiries@icerays.com.au to order yours now.

2016 MET Open 
Winner Mark Brown 
and his caddy both 
love their IceRays.

Fully tested and certified to be 
50+ UV, One size fits all.

PROTECT YOUR ARmS 
FROm ThE SUN 
WIThOUT ThE hASSLE 
OF SUNSCREEN 
OR hOT LONG 
SLEEvES

$32.95

ICERAYS 
Uv 

SLEEvES
PLUS delivery

COOLDRYCOVERS
Premium Seat Covers to keep you Cool&Dry

TM

Brought to you by Four Season Products Pty Ltd

Cool in theHeat Dry in theDamp Warmer in theCold

Order at www.CoolDryCovers.com or call 0483 861 669

Golf cart models from $169, Single Seaters from $139
30 day money-back guarantee & 12 month warranty

Sizes for Club Car,Yamaha, EZGo,ECar, single seaters &more

We're proud to manufacture Cool Dry Covers in Australia
to the highest standards with the best quality materials.
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niKe reACT inFiniTY Pro 
golF ShoeS
BUILT with revolutionary cushioning and 
innovative traction, the nike React Infinity 
Pro gives you the support, comfort and grip 
you need to play at your best. the Nike react 
Infinity Pro features nIKESKIn technology 
which is a soft, lightweight and breathable 
textile which assists with keeping your feet 
cool and dry. the upper is reinforced by a 
thin, flexible tPu overlay which provides 
further waterproof protection, while the 
overlay at the midsole and the internal 
heel counter also provide stability through 
the swing. Nike react cushioning is ultra-
responsive for a smooth ride, enhanced 
by the foam sock liner for extra supple 
cushioning where you need it most. the 
piston spikes and a data-informed traction 
pattern give you exceptional grip. the spikes 
are designed to compress with pressure 
for better energy return and extra comfort 
throughout your round. the Nike react 
Infinity Pro has a 1- year waterproof warranty. 

Colours Options: Black/Metallic Platinum/
White and White/Metallic Platinum/Black

RRP: A$169.95

(03) 9587 3104
www.golfworks.com.au
info@golfworks.com.au

Tour edge hoT lAunCh 
hl-J Junior SeTS
tOur edge hL-J junior sets for boys and 
girls offer high-flying technology that makes 
playing golf fun and they’re backed with the 
Tour Edge Lifetime Warranty! The best value 
in junior golf, hL-J sets are available in four 
sets and every set includes a lightweight 
dual-strap stand bag. 

New lightweight technology is progressive 
through every set, creating ideal club 
weights for each age group. each set has 
been fitted with a custom grip size which is 
tailored to each age group. 

Overall the hL-J sets have been designed to 
be very forgiving and easy to hit throughout 
the entire set and are available in both right 
and left hand.

miZuno T22 WedgeS
the T22 refines Mizuno’s players shape once 
again and introduces four different sole 
grinds for varying techniques and conditions.

•  S Grind – minimal sole grind for fuller shots 
and lower lofts

•  D Grind – moderate heel and toe relief, 
allowing gentle manipulation of the 
clubface

•  C Grind – heavy heel and toe relief for more 
skilled players and firmer conditions

•  X Grind – extreme heel and toe relief for the 
real short game maestros.

One-piece Grain Flow Forged using hD Boron 
and a new microlayer of copper, deliver an 
extra split-second of control at impact.

RRP: $309 
www.mizunogolf.com

miZuno ST-g 220 driVer
BUILDInG on the success of the ST-Z and ST-X 
drivers and featuring Mizuno’s new SAT2041 
Beta ti face and complex carbon construction 
to deliver both potent ball speeds and a 
dense, satisfying sensation at impact, the St-G 
220 driver adds unparalleled adjustability to 
the mix for super-precise fitting.

Mizuno’s ST-G 220 driver has shorter lateral 
weight tracks allowing a new center/back 
weight port.  the combination of three tracks 
and two moveable weights mean the St-G 
can be transformed from ultra-low spinning 
bomber to a highly playable mid-spinning 
option, with fade or draw bias in both.

RRP: $949 
www.mizunogolf.com

miZuno Pro
hISTORY in the making. The new Mizuno Pro lines features the Mizuno Pro script which had 
previously been exclusively used in Japan, a new satin finish, and the continued inclusion of 
the copper underlay and Grain Flow Forging from the MP 20. 

MASS has been relocated from the heel 
towards the middle of the clubface to 
provide a slightly muted sound, and features 
a shorter, more compact appearance – 
especially in the 8, 9, PW.

RRP: 221 - $319

BUILT for distance, sized for tour. Smaller 
than its predecessor, the MP20-MMC, most 
noticeably in the scoring irons. The 223 
features a Microslot in the 4-7 irons for higher 
ball speeds and launch to make the transition 
to longer irons easier.

RRP: 223 - $3329

Our second generation of the extremely 
popular hot Metal Blade. Featuring increased 
tungsten weighting (2-8 iron) to improve 
long and mid iron launch, and a more 
compact look than its predecessor.

RRP: 225 - $329

BUILT with a priority on ball speed, the new 
Mizuno Pro Fli hi features the same materials 
in the face as our fairway woods, combined 
with a 21-gram tungsten weight dedicated 
to producing a consistent, high launching, 
reliable flight.

RRP: Fli hi- $399 
Release date: February 3, please contact 
your Mizuno retailer for fittings.
www.mizunogolf.com

TridenT CruiSer BuggY
the trident Cruiser Golf Buggy features 
a lightweight yet robust aluminium 
frame with high strength support cables. 
Manoeuvring the Trident Cruiser Buggy is 
very easy thanks to its 3-wheel design with 
accompanying wide tread rear wheels. 
the handle features a soft foam grip and 
the handle height can be adjusted to your 
needs. the trident Cruiser can be folded 
down into a compact shape thanks to 
its easy-to-use folding mechanism. the 
rear foot brake allows for the buggy to be 
parked without rolling away.

•   Three-wheel design with large rear 
wheels

•   Removable front and rear wheels for 
more compact storage

•   handle height adjuster with soft foam 
grip

•   Simple folding mechanism
•   Compact design when folded away
•   Sand bucket hook
•   Rear foot brake 
•   Ball and tee holder
•   Drink bottle holder

RRP: A$179.95

03 9587 3104
www.golfworks.com.au
info@golfworks.com.au

RRP: 
Yellow Set - A$249,  
Orange Set - A$349,  
Green Set - A$349,  
Red Set - A$429.

(03) 9587 3104
www.golfworks.com.au
info@golfworks.com.au
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golFBuddY Aim l10V 
rAnge Finder
the aim L10V, GOLFBUDDY’s most compact 
and sporty laser rangefinder now comes 
with an added voice feature! The voice 
feature quickly and conveniently reads 
your distances aloud from your location to 
the intended target on the green. the new 
ergonomic and sporty design fits perfectly in 
your hand and the L10V automatically shuts 
off after 15 seconds when left unattended 
to help save battery life. The aim L10V also 
features three targeting modes: Standard, 
Scan and Pin with vibration mode. For 
incredibly accurate readings the GOLFBUDDY 
aim L10V provides slope-adjusted distances. 
the slope-adjusted distances help you 
incorporate the elevation of the hole, 
providing a better perspective of your 
shot and making club selection even more 
accurate. Whether you are a golf pro or a 
casual golfer you know 
that golf is all about 
accuracy. GOLFBUDDY 
are experts in helping 
you improve your golf 
game.

RRP: A$449.95

(03) 9587 3104
www.golfworks.com.au
info@golfworks.com.au

Tour edge hoT lAunCh 
XTreme 5.0 CArT BAg
the tour edge hot Launch Xtreme 5.0 Cart 
Bag is fully loaded with the best features a golf 
bag can offer. The bag features a 14-way top 
divider to keep your clubs organised and lots of 
storage for all your golf accessories. With four 
stylish colours to choose the tour edge hot 
Launch Xtreme 5.0 Cart Bag will not disappoint.

Features:
•  14-way divider top with moulded handles
•  Large insulated beverage pocket
•  Two waterproof velour-lined dry pockets
•  Moulded easy-lift handles
•  Two extra-large garment pockets
•  Integrated cart strap loop
•  Towel ring with velcro glove holder
•  Magnetic, quick-access range finder pocket
•  Rain hood

Colours: Navy, Black, Black/Blue, Black/red

RRP: A$209.95
(03) 9587 3104
www.golfworks.com.au
info@golfworks.com.au

golFBuddY Aim W11 golF 
gPS WATCh
the aim W11 is GOLFBUDDY’s most advanced 
smart golf GPS watch with features that 
include a full-colour touch screen display 
and give the golfer better real-life views and 
more control around the course. Long battery 
life! The 13-hour battery life in Golf Mode 
lasts up to 3 rounds of golf. Get more control 
around the course with a watch that displays 
all important course information in one place 
including distances to the front/centre/back 
of the green, hazards, and hole layout. 

Features:

•  1.3” TFT-LCD full-colour touch screen display
•  13-hour battery life in Golf Mode
•  IPX7 Waterproof – heavy rainproof
•  Wireless course updates via Bluetooth and 

the GOLFBUDDY app
•  Wireless casting to smart devices via 

Bluetooth
•  Manual Pin Placement
•  Easy-to-use Digital Scorecard
•  Automatic course & hole recognition
•  Preloaded with 40,000 courses worldwide 

with free updates

RRP: A$349.95

(03) 9587 3104
www.golfworks.com.au
info@golfworks.com.au

 milFord Sl-7  
Single-lengTh ironS

NOW well established in the market 
in Australia, these irons have been 
specifically developed to simplify the 
game and make it more enjoyable for 
golfers of all abilities.

The SL-7 irons are all the same length, 
that of a 7-iron, and swing weight 
matched. they enable you to have the 
same set-up, stance, ball position and 
swing plane for all irons. Grappling with 
uncomfortable, long shafted irons is a 
thing of the past. 

The core set is 4-iron-PW, with LW, SW 
and GW also available. Milford SL-7 irons 
are available with graphite shafts in L, A 
and r flex and with stainless steel shafts in 
r and S flex.

RRP: Set (4 iron-PW):  $499 (steel) 
$549 (Graphite)

Contact Fred Stewart on 0412 563 977
fred@milfordgolf.com.au
www.milfordgolf.com.au

Each playEr should puT 
an idEnTificaTion Mark on 

ThEir Ball.
So say good-bye to messy marker pens… 

That’s My Ball™ – the quick and easy golf ball ID 
stamp - clearly identifies your golf ball in seconds 

so you will never play the wrong ball again!

•  With 90+ designs, find one that suits  
 you to a tee
•  Easy to use, durable, fast drying and  
 waterproof
•  Great gifts for golfing friends
•  Gift packs also available making it the  
 perfect present for the golfer who has  
 everything
•  Replacement ink vials and ink pads  
 available so you don’t need to buy the  
 whole stamp again
•  A simple & secure shopping cart

e: info@thatsmyball.com.au   |   w: www.thatsmyball.com.au

ONLY$16.95
RRP

™

Do you want to avoid awkward 
situations with your playing 

partners like hitting their ball by 
mistake?

ThaT’s My Ball
Golf ID StampS

Small  |  Light  |  Fast  |  Accurate

DG1009
Laser Rangefinder www.dggolf.store
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Ping glide Forged Pro 
WedgeS
EnGInEERED for golfers in search of 
versatility and improved shot-making inside 
the scoring zone, PInG has introduced the 
Glide Forged Pro wedge series. The tour-
inspired, high-spinning design is offered in 
two grind profiles and multiple loft options 
to fit players who rely on precision and 
control to shoot lower scores.

PInG’s engineers designed the Glide 
Forged Pro for golfers who focus on 
saving shots into and around the green. 
the smaller heel-to-toe head, which is 
forged from 8620 carbon steel, creates a 
captured look at address, giving players 
the confidence to manipulate the head 
to help execute any shot they are facing.

the 50º and 52º lofts feature wheel-cut 
grooves with a 20º sidewall to optimise 
performance on full shots. The 54º to 62º 
options are milled with a 28º sidewall and 
tighter radius for more spin and precision 
on finesse shots around the green and from 
the sand. the hydropearl 2.0 chrome finish 
adds to the higher spin and lower launch, 
especially from wet and rough conditions.

the custom-fit, custom-built Glide 
Forged Pro wedges are now available for 
pre-order at authorised PInG retailers.

RRP: $350 per club with stock steel shaft; 
$380 per club with stock graphite shaft. 
www.ping.com

CluTCh & Co APPArel
InTRODUCInG Clutch & Co – a golf and 
performance apparel brand. 

the family-run business was founded 
by brothers Dom and hugh Tyson in 2017 
following their desire to create more versatile 
and affordable golfing apparel items. 

Clutch & Co currently operates as an 
e-commerce platform with warehousing and 
fulfillment occurring in Melbourne, Victoria. 

the competitive advantage lies within 
the quality of their product, selling for the 
current price points. 

It is an exciting period for Clutch & Co with 
six new items being released as part of their 
spring/summer 2021 range 
including the NeW stretch golf 
shorts and pants.

W. www.clutchandco.com.au
e. info@clutchandco.com.au
Clutch & Co … Always Ready. 
#beclutch

leiShmAn lAger merCh
YOU’VE tried the beer, now time to get 
behind an Aussie legend and get your hands 
on some Leishman Lager merchandise.

For a limited time, you can purchase 
Leishman Lager tour tees, ball markers, Pukka 
caps or CMC custom-design headcovers – the 
perfect Xmas gift for any Leishman Lager fan!

For Inside Golf readers there is an exclusive 
offer of 10 per cent off by using the code 
InsideGolf10.

www.leishmanlager.com.au
and enter the code IG10 to get 10 per cent 
off all Leishman Lager merchandise.

grAViTYFiT TPro
A FAVOURITE training tool of PGA Tour 
players such as Cameron Smith and erik 
van rooyen, as well as coaches and golfers 
around the world, the GravityFit TPro comes 
in a variety of strengths to suit all sizes and 
skill levels. 

Backed by 30 years of science, the TPro is a 
true, multi-use tool delivering:

•  Swing improvements  
– develop better dynamic 
rotation, more width and improve 
sequencing and connection;

•  Posture improvements – sensory 
feedback to help you feel and 
learn a better golf posture; and

•  Power improvements – targeted 
resistance to activate deep 
muscles to build spinal and 
shoulder strength and stability.

The GravityFit TPro comes with 
exercises and drills suitable for all 

PArmAKer SCouT
the Parmaker Scout is the strongest and most reliable walker on 

the market. Parmaker uses the latest materials and 
manufacturing techniques to build the Scout, and its 
3 and 4-wheel siblings, the Spirit and Explorer. 

unlike many other walkers that are imported from 
overseas, the Scout is resolutely Australian - built 

from the ground up in Parmaker’s Mordialloc 
factory. Features include comfortable speed 

control, solid rubber wheels, reliable front 
wheel suspension and a storage 

compartment. 

If you want a product that will 
last, and will fit easily into the 

boot of most cars, the Scout is the 
only sensible choice.

RRP: $995 (Scout with battery and charger, delivered anywhere in Australia)
www.parmaker.com

golfers, and can be used when practising 
full swings, chipping, putting or in general 
exercise. 

Shop now at gravityfit.com/golf and use 
coupon code InsideGolf 21 for a 20 per cent 
discount.

RRP: $99.95 ex GST.

www.gravityfit.com
info@gravityfit.com

dg FloWline PuTTer rAnge
FORGED irons are famous for being great-
feeling golf clubs, as are our putters. they are 
made with softer steel that has more carbon 
in order to make them more workable, 
keeping the grain of the steel packed in tight. 

This is what gives Flowline forged putters 
that signature feel and feedback and why the 
golfers who use our putters love them and 
prefer this manufacturing process.  
Our putters are also works of art.

the putters come in recognisable blade 
designs from the Model-I to the Model-X 
offering perfect alignment markings and an 
added ‘V’ on the Model-V. 

this all combines to give the player the 
feedback they need to gauge pace and the 
balance to help keep your stroke on plane. 
Keep an eye out for the Model-XI that will 
come in both left- and right-hand options.

Our quality putters can be customised with 
different shaft and grip options to suit almost 
any golfer. 

RRP: $499.00   www.dggolf.store

luXurY PAdded SeATS AT An AFFordABle PriCe
Are your seats peeling 
or splitting, faded  
from the sun or do 
you just want more 
comfortable seats in 
your golf cart? 

As a solution, 
Carts’n’Parts Australia 
have exclusively 
produced an easy to 
fit, zip-on padded seat 
cover that equals, if not 
surpasses, the quality 
of custom-upholstered 
seats. 

the seat covers will fit 
all major brands such as 
ECAR, EZGO and Club 
Car and are in stock and 
ready to ship. 

using a unique diamond and hexagon stitch pattern, these seat covers are guaranteed to 
draw attention and scream for you to take a comfortable seat. 

For the added luxury of comfort, medium density foam has been added to the cover to 
give a soft and padded feeling whilst still provided shape to the seat. Combined with marine 
grade, low-heat, vinyl used by many major boat brands, the covers are made to be used and 
made to last. 

Where custom-upholstered seats start at $999 a set, these covers are half that cost and are 
a reasonable and sensible accessory for you cart. 

Is there anything on your cart that you will use more than the seats?

RRP: $499 (for a set of 1 x base and back support) 
For more information call Carts’n’Parts Australia 1300 93 88 11 or visit the website  
www.cartsnparts.com.au

www.pureformgolf.com.au   1300 GOLF LAB
Sydney • Melbourne

Announcement showing PureForm Melbourne Grand Opening

• The authority in club fitting in Australia - Over 210 reviews. 5 star 
 rating on Facebook

•  For all golfers no matter what your level. From beginners to pros

•  Improves your game immediately based on fitting technology and 
 most suitable equipment. Brand agnostic. 15m gained on average

Q: How does club 
fitting work?

A: You hit with your current 
equipment to collect data. 

This is then used to find the 
best shaft and head 

combination amongst all the 
current brands to find the 

perfect combo, which is 
compared to your own. The 

numbers tell the story.

Q: I just started 
playing  golf,

will this
work for me?

A: Properly fitted 
equipment makes 

the learning process
easier and faster.

STRAIGHTER
LONGER

BETTER.

“Incredible fitting with Michael, I 

have dropped 8 off my handicap in 

2 months and gained an average of 

40m with my driver also, highly 

recommend and worth the money.”

 – Kade McKenzie

“Had a driver fitting today with Jeffrey 

and was totally amazed, within 10 

minutes he had me hitting it 15 to 20 

yards longer. He then talks you through 

the building process, explaining the finer 

points and technical stuff about shafts in 

a way that made it easy to understand.”

– Mark Witchell

IMPROVE YOUR GAME OVERNIGHT

USE CODE #IG1221
WHEN BOOKING

50% OFF FITTING FEEBrand new state-of-the-art facility
now open in Melbourne at

the Melbourne Golf Academy
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www.highlandgolfcars.com.au

PRE-OWNED $1899
6x6v • 6x8v • 4x12v

TROJAN
BATTERIES

$1499
6x6v • 6x8v • 4x12v

NEUTON
BATTERIES

$2195

PARTS

BATTERIES

WE ACCEPT

2013 - 2019 Models
Most with New Batteries

NEW
CLUB CAR

$4,795
PRICES START AT

plus

plus

TRAILERSplus

Huge range of parts & accessories, 
including:

Wheel Trims
Mag Wheels
Sand Bottle & Holder
Eskys & Bracket
Rear Cargo Tray
Tinted Split Screens
Universal Seat Covers
4 Seat Conversion Kit

••••••••

••

Quality & Style
Great Colour
Range

••

Registered
on Road.
Buy your
cart from
us & we’ll
discount
further!!!!!!

NEW
TILTING
TRAILER

CLUB
CARS

GREAT
COLOUR
CHOICE

SOLDWITHWARRANTYCARTS &
BATTERIES

ON

WEWON’TBEATENON PRICE

B

FREE
DELIVERY

EASTERN
STATES

LI
M

IT

ED TIME ONLY

CHECK OUR WEBSITE FOR FULL RANGE & TOP DEALS

LION

UNIT 2 / 6 CAVENDISH STREET MITTAGONG NSW 2575

GOLF CARTS &
TRANSPORT VEHICLES

$10,995
2 SEATERS START AT

48 v. 4kw ac motor
48m-350a controller
Full lighting kit
Back-lit instrument dash
Safety seat belts
2x sand bottles
Metallic paintwork
4 wheel disc brakes with em brake
10" mag wheels
Split windscreen
Onboard charger
Front independent suspension with
double individual swing arm

••••••••••••

GREATCOLOURCHOICE
MORE

LESS4

highlandgolfcars.com.au
1300 90 60 80

Merry 
Christmas
from
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BeAT The heAT WiTh The Tour Tee SolAr umBrellA
ThE 60+ UV-rated Tour Tee Solar 
umbrella is the perfect brolly for 
playing golf in the rain or the sun. 

Featuring automatic-
opening and a durable 
double-canopy this 
umbrella can handle all 
conditions. the rubber-
covered, slip-resistant 
handle will fit most buggies.

Available in four colours the tour 
tee Solar umbrella can purchase 
online at www.golffanatics.com.au  
or get it touch with us to find your  
local retailer.

RRP: $99.95 
www.golffanatics.com.au
sales@tourtee.com.au

Free Pro CAddie WiTh AuguSTA golF PrACTiCe mAT
PurChASe an Augusta Golf Mat before Christmas and receive a Callaway Pro Caddie  
Ball Shagger FREE OF ChARGE.

For those golfers who want to 
practice at home using a 
professional quality mat – look no 
further than the Augusta Mat, from 
David Golf @ home. this is the only 
mat which allows the golfer to hit 
‘down and through’ providing 
more realistic feedback for the 
serious golfer. the Augusta Golf 
mat even holds a real golf tee. 

Also, Inside Golf readers 
who purchase an Augusta 
Mat can use Coupon Code 
INSIDEGOLF for an extra  
free gift.

RRP: A$655.00 incl GSt. 

(03) 9542 0222 
home.davidgolf.com.au
sales@davidgolf.com.au

FloW-riTe Pro-Fill Single-PoinT BATTerY WATering 
SYSTem
ThE Flow-Rite Pro-Fill Battery 
Watering System is 
specifically designed 
to water golf car style 
deep cycle batteries. 

the watering system works 
by replacing the battery’s 
existing vent caps with valves 
that are interconnected with 
tubing, allowing the user to fill 
all cells of the battery from a single 
remote location. 

each valve independently shuts off water 
flow to the cell when the proper electrolyte 
level is reached, allowing the batteries to be 
filled perfectly every time without having to 
look at the batteries. 

the entire process takes less than a 
minute. Save time and money on golf cart 
maintenance without compromising on 
safety with the Flow-Rite Pro-Fill Battery 
Watering System available at all R&J Batteries 
branches. 

For more information, visit  
www.rjbatt.com.au or call 1300 769 282.

neVer PlAY The Wrong BAll AgAin
there wouldn’t be a club golfer who hasn’t hit the wrong golf ball in error during a round  
of golf. Sure, you can mark your ball with a messy marker pen, but that is not always a  
unique identifier. 

So, why not mark it with That’s My Ball™ – the quick and easy golf ball identity stamp.  
It clearly identifies your golf ball in 
seconds so you will never play the 
wrong ball again. 

That’s My Ball™ has more than 90 
different designs allowing you to 
find one that suits you to a tee. It is 
easy to use, durable, fast drying and 
waterproof. 

Gift packs are available making it 
the perfect gift for the golfer who has 
everything. replacement ink vials and 
ink pads also available so you don’t 
need to buy the whole stamp again.

RRP: $16.95 
For more information: 1300-445-054. 
www.thatsmyball.com.au 
info@thatsmyball.com.au

ePiC SPeed driVer
WhAt happens when you use Artificial 
Intelligence to engineer a nEW formula for 
speed that doesn’t even seem possible? the 
answer is you get the epic Speed, our fastest 
epic ever.

epic Speed will change the industry 
forever with a simple equation that creates a 
profound impact on driver technology and 
performance. We’re not just making drivers; 
we’re framing the future of speed.

RRP: $879.99 
www.callawaygolf.com.au

erC SoFT golF BAllS
erC Soft is our longest golf ball with soft feel, 
and it’s built for increased control around 
the green. to create all that distance, we’ve 
developed a high energy Core that promotes 
maximum speed and total performance from 
tee-to-green. 

the erC Soft features a new hybrid Cover 
made with a PARALOID™ Impact Modifier  
from Dow*. This high performance, multi-
material construction promotes high launch 
and low spin for long distance, along with 
great feel in a durable offering. Around the 
green it provides outstanding control, so you can play aggressively on approach shots, and in 
your short game. The PARALOID allows us to make this ball so fast, and with so much spin.  

*PARALOID™ is a trademark of The Dow Chemical Company (“Dow”) or an affiliated company of Dow,  
used under license.

RRP: $59.99 
www.callawaygolf.com.au

reVA golF BAllS
the new Callaway REVA is engineered for 
women who want to increase their distance, 
launch the ball higher, and have more 
fun out on the course. It promotes longer, 
straighter shots, and it’s easy to hit with an 
oversized construction that conforms to the 
rules of golf. If you want to play with more 
confidence, then you need to try the new 
REVA.

RRP: $39.99 
www.callawaygolf.com.au

org 14 CArT BAg
CALLAWAy’S best-selling cart bag, the 
ORG 14 has been fully updated for 2021, 
offering best-in-class club organisation, 
massive amounts of storage, and 
multiple cart and trolley-friendly features.

RRP: $399.99 
www.callawaygolf.com.au


